If the rows in the associated matrix and the main matrix do not match, the summarization step converts the associated matrix to a summarized associated matrix with matched rows. The combination step integrates the main matrix with the summarized associated matrix into the adjusted matrix. 0.8 (a) The Kaplan-Meier plots for an example showing differences in survival prediction accuracy and the improvement in P-value, using the Beer gene signature. Patient samples were separated into two groups according to the trained risk score using the gene signature with the expression data. High-risk group is labeled in red and low-risk group is labeled in black. The high-risk group is better separated from the lowrisk group by using the MANCIE-adjusted expression data (right), compared with using the raw data (left). and
where
and {ε ik } Under this model, we have
And, it's easy to check that
i.e., the correlation coefficient of the observed data (m i , c i ) is always smaller than the true correlation coefficient cov(c * i , m * i ), and the difference depends on the noise level (δ
Without loss of generality, we can also assume that µ i = 0 for any feature i (i.e., the observed data are centralized). Now, assume that both Σ i and ∆ i are known. Based on the Bayes rule, we have the following
which means that the best guess for the unknown (m * ik , c * ik ) T should be the posterior mean , and thus E(m * ik | m ik , c ik ), cannot be precisely known. Fortuanately, the following facts hold for h(ρ i ):
if ρ i is close to 0,
